
Jennifer Peithman
2 reviews

4 month ago

I had a great experience working with Alex. He was 
very thorough when he came over to review our 
project and take measurements. He made me feel 
comfortable along the way and was helpful and 
available to answer all of my questions. Our project 
was not a large project (just tiling around our 
existing soaking tub) but he still treated us as an 
important client. We were able to visit the 
showroom with short notice to view the tile 
options. The timeliness of scheduling the project 
and the completion was also positive. There were 
some concerns I had with the installation but he 
quickly resolved them and we are super happy with 
the final product.

Five Stars Review

Alexandr R
4 reviews

a month ago

Alex and Tina was amazing to work with 
throughout the project. His prices were really 
competitive and he was extremely knowledgeable. 
He was able to track down the exact match of the 
old flooring we had. His crew was outstanding! 
They efficiently removed the existing floors, 
including some tile, and kept the work site tidy. I’m 
a picky customer in general, but their attention to 
detail blew me away. I look forward to working with 
Alex and his team in in any tile & flooring in the 
future. He is the only tile & flooring person I will 
ever use again !

Tyson
4 reviews

a week ago

Alex and his team have done a great job with our 
LVP floors. Our project was to remove current 
carpet and blend the flooring with an existing style 
in the hallway. The end result looks seamless. His 
team was professional and came back later to 
ensure quality. I would definitely recommend their 
services to anyone else.

Ellen Pizer
1 review

a month ago

One more five star review for Alex and Best Floor 
Coverings!
We have just completed installation of tile floors in 
the main entryway and primary bathroom, and 
replacement of our carpeting. Alex was very helpful 
and easy to work with throughout. He helped select 
the materials, including recommending a supplier 
for tile to match some from 25 years ago. The 
installation guys did a beautiful job, worked well 
alongside other contractors, were prompt and very 
professional. We are delighted with our new floors!

Tony R Rangel
2 reviews

a month ago

I wanted to take the time out to express my 
gratitude for this amazing experience that I had 
purchasing my engendered wooden floors at Best 
Floor Coverings at Bellevue.
Alex from the moment that we spoke on the 
telephone through the initial physical walk-through 
and delivery of my wooden floors intern constant 
communication. Alex was Fantastic, they delivered 
floors sooner than estimated time, I chose Miragic 
floors to complement the closest possible coloring 
to my existing floors and it came out amazing! 
Quality of floors Amazing! Customer service 
outstanding A+ If you’re looking for quality wooden 
flooring go to Best Floor Coverings, Alex and his 
staff are incredible and he will guide you through 
the process and help you choose the best flooring’s 
for the quality and budget you need.
Thank You !! Hats off to my amazing wood installer 
James for the gorgeous outcome.

Jason Moriss
2 reviews

3 weeks ago

We had Best Floor Coverings install carpet and LVT 
in our home. They were very professional and got 
the job done on time. They have great prices and 
products. I would not hesitate to use them again or 
refer them. Thanks for helping us get our home 
looking great😊 …

Lora Trapets
1 review

3 months ago

I was looking to purchase new luxury vinyl flooring 
for my project, I visited several different dealers in 
the city and by far this one had the best limited 
selection, the best customer service, and the best 
prices. Igor did a beautiful job on our floors! We are 
very happy!!
I am extremely satisfied with what I got, I will 
definitely return to do business with them again, 
highly recommend them for your next flooring 
project.
Highly recommend Alex and his team!

Allison Doull
2 reviews

5 months  ago

Alex and team were wonderful to work with 
throughout our entire bathroom remodel! Alex 
communicated clearly and promptly throughout the 
process from estimate to completion of the 
project. He listened closely regarding design and 
preferences to execute our project and we are so 
happy with the results. We so appreciate the team's 
hard work and attention to detail. Highly 
recommend!

Emma Russell
4 reviews

a month ago

I recently had a carpet installed by Best Floor 
Coverings, and I am pleased with the outcome. The 
carpet is of top-notch quality and feels incredibly 
soft . The installation process was fast, and the 
team showed great attention to detail. I would 
definitely use their services again.

12001 NE 12th St Ste 82
Bellevue, WA 98005

425-547-7018 info@bestfloorcov
erings.co
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